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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAurICS 

TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 1820 

STRENGTH ANALYSIS OF STIFFENED TlITCK BEAM WEBS 

By L. Ross wvin and Charles W. Sandlin, Jr. 

SUMMARY 

A previously published method for the strength analysis of stiffened 
beam webs, with particular attention to computing crippling failure of the 
uprights, has been revised and extended to apply to beams with ratios of 
applied shear to buckling shear less than 2.5. A comparison of this 
revised method with the ,results of tests of thick-web beams is presented. 
Tn.e resu.1,ts in this P1per concerning the procedures for calculating the 
critical shear stresses and for predicting forced crippling failure in 
the uprights supersede NACA TN No. 1364. Formulas and graphs applying 
to the P1rts of the strength-analysis method which have been revised are 
presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Published methods for strength analysis of stiffened beam webs are 
of doubtful accuracy for beams with thick webs. Kuhn and Peterson suggested 
in reference 1 that the methods of that paper be limited to beams with ratios 
of web depth to web thickness greater than 200 but less than 1500 and ratios 
of upright to web thickness greater than 0.6. At that time there were very 
little experimental data to check the accuracy of these strength-analysis 
methods when applied to thicker webs, and the data that were available 
indicated some possibility that the strength-analysis methods of refer-
ence 1 would not be satisfactory for thicker webs. 

The present investigation was undertaken to determine the accuracy 
that might be expected from the strength-analysis formulas of reference 1 
when applied to beams with ratios of web depth to web thickness of 
approximately 115. As a result of this investigation some parts of the 
method in reference 1 were modified in order to obtain a method of 
strength analysis which would be satisfactory for thick-web beams as well 
as for thin-web beams similar to those of reference 1. The present paper, 
therefore, supersedes the sections of reference 1 which give the 
procedures for calculating the critical shear stresses and for predict i ng 
forced crippling failure in the uprights. 
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SYMBOLS 

cross-sectional area, square inches 

rivet ractor (Net area alOng line or holes ) 
Gross area along line or holes 

Young's modulus, ksi 

moment of inertia, inches4 

force, kips 

NACA TN No. 1820 

static moment about neutral axis of parts of cross section 
as specified by subscript, inches3 

coefficient of edge restraint (see formula (2)) 

transverse shear force, kips 

spacing of uprights, inches 

distance from median plane of web to centroid of (single) 
upright, inches 

depth of beam, inches (see Special Combinations) 

diagonal-tension factor 

thickness, inches (used without subscript signifies thickness 
of web) 

centroidal radius of gyration or cross section of upright about 
axis parallel to web, inches (no sheet should be included) 

normal stress, ksi 

shear stress, ksi 

plasticity reduction factor (ratio of critical shear stress in 
the plastic region to the critical shear stress that would 
be obtained if the material were wholly elastic) 

Subscripts: 

F flange 

u 
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w 

calc 

cr 

e 

g 

max 

meas 

ult 

Special 

web 

calculated 

critical 

effective 

gross section of veb 

maximum 

measured 

ultimate 

C.ombinations: 

internal force in upright, kips 

clear width between uprights (measured betveen rivet lines on 
single uprights, measured between edges of uprights for 
double uprights), inches 

clear depth between flanges, inches 

depth of beam measured betveen centroids of flanges, inches 

length of upright measured between centroids of upright-to
f~ange rivet patterns, inches 

theoretical buckling coefficient for plates vith simply 
supported edges 

restraint coefficients for edges of sheet along flanges and 
upright, respectively (If dc > hc , substitute hc for dc, 

dc for hc , Rd for Rh , and Rh for Rd.) 

"basic" allowable stress for forced crippling of uprights 
( valid f or stresses in upright material below proportional 
limit in compression), ksi 

flange flexibility factor (0.7d \4/ t , where IC 
V (IC + IT)he 

and I are moments of inertia, about their own axis 
T 

perpendicular to web, of compression flange and tension 

flange, respectivel~ 

-- - - -------~~-------.... 
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TEST SPECIMENS 

The test specimens were 24S-T3 aluminum-e.lloy beams with a ratio 
of web depth to web thickness of approximately 115. The ratios of 
stiffener spacing to web depth were approximately 0.25 and 0.70. Both. 
single-upright and double-upright beams were tested. 

Each beam was gi ven a code designation which parallels the 
\ designation used in reference 1. For example beam V-12-4S has the 

following meaning: 

V designates the present series of tests (series I~ II~ III~ and IV 
were published i n reference 1) 

12 is the approxi mate depth of the beam in inches 

4 is the number of the beam within the series 

S stands for single uprights (D for double uprights) 

The nominal dimensions of the beams and the details of the c onstruction 
are shown in figure 1. The actual properties of each beam are given in 
table 1. 

The specimens were tested as simply supported beams in the jig shown 
in figure 2 ~ which supported the beams laterally but did not rest rain the 
bending of the beam. The flanges of the beam were supported by closely 
spaced vertical bars resting on rollers (not visible i n the phot ograph ) that 
allowed each bar to move parallel to the plane of the web as the beam 
deflected . 

TEST PROCEDURE 

Buckling loads for the web wer e determined by visual observat i on of 
the webs and by measuring the stra ins in the uprights with resistance
type-wire stra in gages. There should not be any strain in the uprights 
until the critical shear stress is reached; however ~ because the webs had 
slight initial eccentricities~ some strain in the uprights usually occurred 
as soon as any load was a pplied . The buckling load was determined by 
plotting the mea sured strain in the uprights against the shear load on the 
beam; the point at which the load-strain plot f or the upright depa rted from 
a straight line was taken a s an indica tion of buckl ing in the web. The 
critical shear stress in the web was computed from this buckling load by 
the formula 

------------------------------------------------------------ -
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(1) 

This formula gives the average shear stress in the web according to the 
engineering theory of bending. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the investigation are shown in table 2. Experimental 
buckling loads and failing loads are recorded. The failures were either 
forced crippling of the uprights or web rupture. Analysis of the present 
tests by the methods of reference 1 indicated that critical shear stresses 
and allowable upright stresses predicted by these methods were not 

sufficiently accurate for beams with thin uprights (~u < 1.3) and thick 

webs (!~ 115). Methods, which give satisfactory results for thick-web 

beams as well as for beams similar to those of reference 1 (:u > 0.6 

and 200 < ~ < 1500), are discussed for computing the critical shear 

stresses and the allowable upright stresses. 

Critical Shear Stress 

The formula for the cri tical shear stress of the web was giv.en in 
reference 1 as 

(2) 

A plot of this equation for a panel with four simply supported edges 
(Rh and Rd equal to 1.0) is shown as figure 3. A comparison of the 
experimental critical shear stresses with the critical shear stresses 
computed by formula (2), using the restraints R given by the empirical 
curves in reference 1, indicated that the values of R given in refer
ence 1 are satisfactory for webs with double uprights, but are too high 

tu 
for webs with single uprights and - < 1.3. Values of the restraint 

t 
coefficient Rh for single uprights were computed from the experimental 

5 
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critical shear stresses and were used to establish the curve shown in 
figure 4. The curve for double uprights shown in figure 4 is the same 
as the curve given in reference 1. 

If the critical shear stress computed by formula (2) is beyond the 
elastic range of the material, the stress must be corrected for the 
reduced value of the modulus. In reference 1 critical stresses in the 
plastic range were obtained by drawing tangents to the elastic curve 

f T t dc _- O. Th h i f I f rom ult a t ese curves are s own n re e,rence or a 

panel with simply supported edges. In order to obtain the critical 
shear stress in the plastic range for dny other set of edge conditions 
or any other material, a separate set of curves must be drawn. 

Reference 2 presents a method of computing from the stress-strain 
curve of the material the plastiCity reduction factor ~,which is the 
ratio of the critical shear stress in the plastic region to the critical 
shear stress that would be obtained if the material were wholly elastic; 
that is) 

If formula (2) is substituted for Tcr(elastic), the expression for the 

critical shear stress in the plastic region is 

The critical shear stress in the plastic range may be obtained by 
computing Tcr/~ from formula (3) and then reading Tcr from figure 5, 
which shows Tcr as a function of Tcr/~. If the critical shear stress 

computed from formula (3) is plotted as a function of dc/t, the curve in 
d 

the plastic range is practically a straight line and intersects ~ = 0 
t 

at T _ 39 ksi. Formula (3), for pl~ctical purposes,gives the same line 
as that obtained by drawing a tangent to the elastic curve from Tult , 

because Tult is between 37 ksi and 42 ksi. (See reference 3.) 

The calculated critical shear stresses based on restraint R obtai ned 
from figure 4 and the measured critical shear stresses for both single
upright and double-upright beams are shown in table 2. The rat i os of 
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measured critical stress to calculated critical stress vary from 0.77 
to 1.21. These calculated values of Tcr are probably adequate for the 

purpose of determining the diagonal-tension factor k; better results 
probably cannot be obtained so long as the restraint R is represented 
only as a function of tuft, because representing R by this function 

only is an extreme simplification of a complex problem. 

The application of formulas (2) and (3) and the restraint curves 
of figure 4 to beams Yith thin uprights may give critical shear stresses 
lower than those that would be obtained if the presence of the uprights 
were disregarded entirely and if Tcr were computed for a web bounded 

by the flanges and the root and tip bays of the beam. This result was 
obtained because the value of T for a panel between two uprights was cr 

7 

assumed to be the same as the value of T cr for an individual panel bounded 

by edge members of the same size as the flanges and uprights. Actually, the 
adjacent panels in the beam have an appreciable effect on one another. In 
beam V-12-12S the value of T cr obtained by disregarding the uprights was 

higher than the value obtained by assuming that the uprights divided the web 
into sep:l.rate panels. The observed T was 61 percent greater than the cr 
calculated Tcr if the web was assumed to be divided into separate p:l.llels 

by the uprights, but only 21 percent greater than the calculated T if cr 
the presence of the uprights was disregarded entirely. In practice T cr 

must be calculated by both methods for beams with thin uprights and the 
higher value used, because the ratios t/de and d/h will be different 

for the two conditions and because no general rules seem to exist that 
predict which method would give the higher value of Tcr . 

Forced Crippling Failure in Uprights 

Four types of failure of uprights are discussed in reference 1; but 
only one, forced crippling failure of the uprights, was observed in the 
present tests. General elastic instability failure of the web and 
uprights seems to be the only other type of upright failure likely to 
occur i n thick-web beams. 

The shear buckles in the web force the buckling of the upright in the 
leg attached to the web. The amount of the forced crippl-1ng (buckling) 
depends upon the relative sturdiness of the upright and web. In refer-

ence 1 formulas for forced crippling were based on the p:l.rameter kVtu/t. 

If k was less than 0. 5, an effective value of k was used. Use of 
this p:l.rameter i n the present test of thick-web beams indicated that i t 
was not satisfactory. The allowable stresses were too low if k itself 
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waG used and too high if the effective k was used. Much better agree
ment with the present tests of thick-web beams and about the same agree
went for the tests in reference 1 were obtained by using the parameter 

2 1 

k3(~)3. This parameter also eliminated the necessity for using an 

effective value of k. 

Figure 6 is a plot of the values of au ' computed from the loads 
max 

on the beams at failure, for all the single-upright beams of the present 
investigation and for all the single-upright beams shown in figures 22 
and 23 of reference 1. (The beams shown in figs. 22 and 23 of refer
ence 1 represent about 90 beams tested by four manufacturers and 32 beams 
tested by NACA.) The stresses aU were computed with the aid of the 

max 
analysis chart of figure 7. This chart covers the low range of Au Idt 

e 
and TITcr that is not shown in .the analysis charts of reference 1. The 

points shown in figure 6 are fairly evenly distributed about the average 
curve 

2(t )1 
32k3 ~ 3" 

The curve re~ommended for design is given by the formula 

(4a) 

(4b) 

and is ~bout 20 percent below the average curve. Only two points fall 
definitely below this design curve. The lowest of these points 

~he point at "U
max 

= 10.6 ksi and Jr(~)~ = 0.63) was computed rrom 

the failing load for one of the manufacturer's beam tests. The NACA 
constructed and tested a duplicate of the beam tested by the WL~ufacturer. 
In the NACA in7estigation a local buckle developed in the outstanding 
leg of one of the uprights at a load approximately 11 percent above the 
failing load given by the manufacturer; the NACA beam continued to carry 
load until the load was about 73 percent above the failing load given by 
the manufacturer. At this load two local buckles ieveloped in each 
stiffener and the edges of the stiffeners started to crack at these buckles. 
No detail information about the behavior of the manufacturer's beams was 
furnished but the behavior was probably similar to that observed in the 
NACA test; the manufacturer might have interpreted the first buckle in 
the upright as failure and made n~ further attempt to a pply more load. 
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The upper curve on figure 6 is 20 percent abQve the average curve. 
One of the points in the present series of tests falls above the curve, 
and most of those from reference 1 that were more than 20 percent above 

the average curve when the parameter k vtu/t was used are still abOve 

the 20-percent line in figure 6. 

Figure 8 shows all the data now available fo~ double uprights using 
2 1 

the parameter k 3 (~) 3 The formula for the average curve for double 

uprights is 
2 1 

J(tU) J 
27k -

t 

The formula for the recommended design curve for double uprights is 
2 1 

00 = 21k
3 (t~l ( 5b I 

None of the tests points for the beams with double uprights is below the 
recommended design curve and only one point is more than 20 percent above 
the average curve . 

In the present tests the ratio of the actQal failing loads to the 
predicted failing load ranged from 0.90 to 1.14. 

In reference 1 it was suggested that the formula for computing the 
effective area of single uprights 

AU e 
= 

might not be satisfactory for thick-web beam3, because the simplifying 
assumptions implied by this formula may not be justified. These implied 
assumptions are: 

(a) The eccentricity e of the load on the upright s constant 

(b) The ratio sip is not changed appreciably if the contribution 
of the web to the effective cross section of the up~ight 
is neglected 

9 
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Assumption (a) is plausible if the uprights are very closely spaced 
because the web then moves with the uprights (reference 4). AS9umption (b) 
would not seem to be justified for thick-web beams; however, for low values 
of the ratio T ITcr a large difference in the total ef~ective area of the 
upright causes only a small change in ~U and, therefore, satisfactory 

results are obtained. A study of the analysis chayt in figure 7 will 
help to explain this fact; the curves approach a vertical line as the 
ratio TITcr decreases. 

Web Failures 

The average nominal shear stress in the web was computed by formula (1); 
the peak value of the nominal shear stress in the web for predicting web 
rupture was computed by the formulas of reference 1. Critical shear 
stresses were computed from formulas (2) and (3) by means of the restraint 
coefficients given in figure 4. Tile allowable values of the peak shear 
stress in the web, which are shown in figure 9, were obtained from 
reference 5. The values are based on tests of long webs subjected to 
loads approximating pure shear and contain an allowance for the rivet 
factor; this factor may be included because tests have shown that the 
ultimate shear stress on the gross section is almost constant in the 
normal range of rivet factor (Cr > 0.6). 

In the six thick~Neb beams which failed by web rupture, the ratio 
of actual failing load to predicted failing load ranged from 0.92 to 1.18. 
This degree of accuracy is approximately the same as that obtained for the 

thinner beams ( 200 < ~ < 1500) discussed in reference 1. All these 

comparisons are based on actual material properties. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The methods of predicting the critical shear stresses, forced 
crippling failures of the uprights, and rupture of the webs presented are 
applicable to stiffened beam webs with ratios of web depth to web thickness 
between 115 and 1500. The accuracy of these methods is about the same as 
that of the methods presented in NACA TN No. 1364 which were applicable 
only to beams with ratios of web iepth to web thickness between 200 
and 1500. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Langley Air Force Base, Va., December 16, 1948 
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he hu t d Beam 
(in. ) ( in .) (in. ) ( in. ) 

V-12- lD 11.38 10.88 0 .1000 2.75 

V-12-2S 11.38 10 .88 .1005 2.75 

V-12-3D 1l.38 10.88 .1010 2.75 

V-12--4B 11.57 10.75 .1018 2. 75 

V-12-5D 1l .57 10 .75 .1015 2 .75 

V-12--6s 11.57 10.75 .1029 2.75 

V-12-7S 1l .58 10 .50 .1005 7.00 

V-12-8s 11.58 10.50 .1044 7.00 

V-12-9D 1l.58 10.50 .1025 7.00 

V-12-10S 11.58 10·50 .1043 7.00 

V-12-11D 11.58 10 .50 .1025 7.00 

V-12- 12S 11.58 10.50 .0987 7.00 

V-12-13D 1l.58 10.50 .1000 7.00 

V-12-14S 1l.58 10.50 .1007 7·00 

V-12-15D 11.58 10 .50 .1057 7.00 
----

TABLE 1.- PROPERTIES OF TEST BEAMS 

[!ul beams are 24S-T~ 

Uprights AU AUe 
( in . ) (sq in .) ( sq in .) 

1 x 1 x 0.0666 0.1269 0.1260 
2 2 

! X ! X 0.0690 .0640 .0266 
2 2 

.2 X 2 X 0.0397 
8 8 

.0948 .0948 

S X ~ x 0 .0398 .0478 .0239 

2 X 2 X 0.0931 
8 8 

.2546 .2546 

~ X ~ X 0.0977 
8 8 

.1l70 .0487 

11 X 11 X 0.1249 
8 8 

.2709 .1202 

3 3 4' X 4' X 0.1315 .1820 .0695 

5 5 80 8' X 8' X 0 .12 . 2860 .2860 

L X L X 0 .1283 
8 8 

.1443 .0498 

556 8' X 8 X 0.097 .2340 . 2340 

l X l X 0.0604 .0589 .0216 
2 2 

1. X l X 0.0627 
2 2 

.1214 .1214 

Lx Lx 0 .0902 .1082 .0404 
8 8 

~ X i X 0.0664 . 1622 .1622 

AU AUe 
dt <it 

0.458 0. 458 

.233 .096 

. 342 .342 

.171 .086 

·912 . 912 

.413 .172 

.387 .171 

.249 .095 

.399 .399 

.198 .068 

.326 .326 

.085 .031 

.173 .173 

.154 .057 

.220 .220 

Flanges 
(2~1 
( in. ) 

11 X 11 X 2.. 
4 4 16 

11 X 11 X 2.. 
4 4 16 

11 X 11 X 2.. 
4 4 16 

2 x 2 x t 
2 X 2 X ~ 

2 X 2 X t 
2 X 2 X L 

16 

2 X 2 X ~6 

2 X 2 X {6 

2 X 2 X L 
16 

2X2XI6 

2 X 2 X ~6 

2 X 2 X ~6 

2 X 2 X L 
16 

2 X 2 X {6 

~ 

wi 

0. 58 

.58 

. 58 

.54 

.54 

.54 

1.37 

1.37 

1.37 

1. 37 

1. 37 

1 .37 

1.37 

1.37 

1.37 

I 

I-' 
f\) 

~ 
:x> 
1-'3 
~ 

~ o . 
I-' 
CP 
f\) 
o 



TABLE 2 .- TEST DATA AND RESuLTS 

Predicted Pult 

Pult 
P1 P2 

Beam ("cr)calc ("cr)meas (,. cr )meM Pult "ult = 2h t "ult 

(ksi) (ksi) (kips) e 
("cr\alc k (kips ) (kips ) 

(" cr )calc (ksi) 

(a ) (b) 

V-12-lD 28 .2 23 . 3 0 .83 74.6 31.9 1.13 0.028 75 .0 80 . 0 

V-12-2S 22.0 17.0 . 77 57.8 25 . 3 1.15 .031 72.0 64.0 

V- 13-3D 26.1 -- -- ---- 69 .4 30 . 2 1.16 .031 74.5 71.0 

V-12-4S 12.4 12 . 5 1.01 51.1 21.7 I 1.75 .122 72 .0 45 . 0 

V-12-5D 30 .2 23.7 . 79 89 . 0 37 .9 1.25 .050 75.2 117 . 0 

V-12-6s 25 · 7 23.4 . 91 7'5.0 31.5 1.23 . 048 78. 0 78. 5 

V-12-7S 14.9 15.5 1.04 71.2 30.6 2 .05 .155 67.0 7~ .0 

V-12-Bs 16.2 15.4 · 95 72 . 0 29 . 8 1.84 .130 75.0 71.0 

V-12-9D 19.3 16.8 .87 80.0 33 .8 1. 75 .122 75 ·2 87. 5 

V-12-1OS 16.2 16.3 1.01 69.0 28 . 5 1. 76 .122 75 .2 70.0 

V-12- 11D 17 . 4 17.2 .99 79 . 6 33 ·5 1.92 .140 75 . 0 77.8 

V-12- 12S 10.2 12 . 3 1.21 51 .0 22.3 1.92 .170 67. 5 45.0 

V-12-13D 13.4 13.1 .98 59 ·5 25.7 1.81 .140 70.0 54.0 

V-12-14S 14.0 13 . 2 . 94 59 . 2 25.4 1.80 .125 71.0 58.0 

V-12-15D 15 . 3 15.7 1.03 67 . 5 27.6 2.19 .125 75·5 63.0 
~ - ----- ~-----~-~~ 

aFor web failure. 
bFor forced crippling failure. 
cP ' is the lowest one of the predicted loads Pl or P2 . 
dplt is that predicted load (11. or P2) which corresponds to the observed type of failure. 

Observed 
failure 

Pult 
p ' 

( c ) 

Forced crippling 0.99 

Forced crippling .90 

Forced crippling .98 

Forced crippling 1.14 

Web 1.18 

Forced crippling .96 

Web 1.06 

Web 1.01 

Web 1.06 

Web · 99 

Web 1.06 

Forced crippling 1.13 

Forced cri ppling 1 .10 

Forced crippling 1.02 

Forced crippling 1.07 

~ 

Pult 
pit 

( d) 

0 · 93 

. 90 

.98 

1.14 

1.18 

. 96 

1.06 

. 96 

1.06 

· 92 

1.06 

1.13 

1.10 

1.02 

1.07 

I 

" 
I 
I 

I 

I 

s; 
o 
~ 

~ 
!:2: o . 
I-' 
CO 
f\) 
o 

I-' 
w 
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I 
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Section A-A 
Double uprights 

*=0.70 

Section A-A 
Single uprights 
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Figure 1.- Dimensions of test beams. 
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